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HIGHLIGHTS

- Pavlovian associations between food and the word ‘good’ were conducted (288 times)
- In theory, this word could thus serve as a conditioned reinforcer (CR)
- The CR was used instead of food during an operant task
- In the absence of food, horses did not respond more with the CR than without
- The CR was ineffective to maintain a conditioned response in the absence of food

Abstract

The use of conditioned reinforcers is increasingly promoted in animal training. Surprisingly, the efficiency of their use remains to be demonstrated in horses. This study aimed to determine whether an auditory signal which had previously been associated with a food reward 288 times could be used as a conditioned reinforcer to replace the primary reinforcer in an unrelated operant conditioning procedure. Fourteen horses were divided into two groups of 7: No Reinforcement (NR) and Conditioned Reinforcement (CR). All horses underwent nine sessions of Pavlovian conditioning during which the word “good” was associated with food (32 associations/session). The horses then followed five sessions of operant conditioning (30 trials/session) during which they had to touch a cone signaled by an experimenter to receive a food reward. The last day, horses underwent one test session of the...
operant response: no reward was given, but the word “good” was said each time a CR horse touched the cone. Nothing was said in the NR group. CR horses did not achieve more correct trials than NR horses during the test. These findings again show that the conditioned reinforcement was ineffective when used instead of the primary reinforcement to maintain conditioning.
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1. Introduction

Conditioned reinforcement, also called secondary reinforcement is widely used by animal trainers (Feng et al., 2016). It consists in associating a stimulus (e.g. a word, a sound, a stroke) with a primary reinforcer, generally a food reward. After a certain number of Pavlovian associations between the stimulus and the primary reinforcer (the Unconditioned Stimulus, US), it becomes a “Conditionned Stimulus-CS” (Skinner, 1938; Bugelski, 1938). The CS can thus be used in two ways at least. The first is to use it during the acquisition phase to improve learning. In this case, it is applied simultaneously with the primary food reinforcer and then animals are tested to see if they learn faster than those given the food alone (e.g. Langbein et al., 2007). The second is to replace the primary reinforcer with the CS and subjects are tested to see if they continue to complete the task, that is to say that it increases resistance to extinction. In this paper, we focused on this second question. The efficacy of a CR to increase resistance to extinction has been proved in species such as rodents and dogs (Smith and Davis, 2008; Crombag et al., 2008; Urushihara, 2004). However surprisingly, while this technique is increasingly promoted in the horse industry, when riders use a CS to replace the stimuli used in the initial stages of training (Baragli et al., 2015), its efficiency remains to be demonstrated scientifically. Two previous studies tested its efficacy in extinction in horses, but no effect was found (McCall and Burgin, 2002; Williams et al., 2004). Among the different parameters that could explain this absence of effect, one is the number of associations between the US (e.g. food) and the CS (e.g. a sound). Indeed, in these two experiments, the number of associations was less than a hundred. Thus, it was postulated that a larger number of associations could improve the efficacy of the conditioned reinforcer.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether an auditory signal previously associated repeatedly with a food reward (288 times) could be used as a conditioned reinforcer to substitute the primary reinforcer, in other words to increase resistance to extinction. To this end, horses were first trained to complete an operant task with a food reward. Once the task had been learnt, instead of the food reward, we used the conditioned reinforcer. The purpose was to determine whether horses continued responding to the operant task longer when the conditioned reinforcer was used.
2. Material and methods

2.1 Animals and groups

This study was conducted on 14 one-year old saddle horses randomly divided into two groups of seven: No Reinforcement “NR” (five females and two males) and Conditioned Reinforcement “CR” (four females and three males). They were accustomed to being handled and haltered. They had lived at pasture altogether (except during the three months of winter) until the beginning of the experiment. During the five weeks of the study (W1 to W5), for five days per week they were housed individually in an inside loose box with wood shavings (6m x 3m) with an adjacent outside area (3m x 3m) for four hours per day. They spent the rest of the time together at pasture. A feed bucket was attached to the door of each box. This door consisted of metal bars. Water and hay were available ad libitum. No feed restriction was imposed.

2.2 Training

Throughout training, each horse was tested in its own loose box. In order to reduce the stress induced by social isolation, a familiar “audience horse” was placed in the box facing the horse, clearly visible. The other horses were kept in their outside areas and could not see the tested horse. The horse to be tested was led by a handler from the outside area to its box, where the test began immediately. The horse could move freely in its box during the session. An experimenter sat two meters (Pavlovian) or one meter (operant) in front of the door, visible to the horse. He stayed motionless; his gaze was fixed and looking in front of him. The experiment lasted 5 weeks and was composed of three phases: acquisition of Pavlovian conditioning, acquisition of operant conditioning and a test session during which the food reward was absent, but the conditioned reinforcer was used in the CR group. The first two phases were identical for the two groups, while the third differed. The procedures of conditioning were similar to those used with success in Lansade et al. (2013), except for the nature and the length of the CS. The experimenter had limited interaction with the horses outside the experiments and both groups were managed and handled in exactly the same manner.
2.2.1 Acquisition of Pavlovian conditioning

The purpose was to associate an auditory stimulus with placing food in a feed bucket. The auditory stimulus was the word “good” pronounced slowly by the experimenter; this was the CS. A handful of pellets was distributed immediately at the end of the CS presentation. Nine sessions of Pavlovian conditioning were conducted for each horse: once daily for the first five days and once weekly for the next four weeks. Each session lasted 32 min, during which 32 associations between the CS and the distribution of pellets were carried out. Within a session, the length between two associations varied from 30 sec to three min (average: one minute) and was randomly determined according to a predetermined schedule (the same for all horses). By the end of the Pavlovian conditioning, a total of 288 associations between the word “good” and the food had been completed for each horse.

2.2.2 Acquisition of operant conditioning

The box was equipped with two orange and white traffic cones (60 cm high) fixed on both sides of the feed bucket. The purpose of the operant conditioning was to teach the horse to touch one of the two cones as signaled by the experimenter in order to obtain a reward (pellets). To give the signal, the experimenter tapped the top of the cone associated with the reward with her finger for a maximum of 15 s or until the horse touched any part of it with its nose. When a trial began, the experimenter gave the signal to the horse. If the horse did not touch a cone within 15 s, an additional 10 s were allowed to attract the horse and help it to touch the cone (with pellets or by guiding it with a halter). Immediately after the horse had touched the cone indicated, a small handful of pellets was put in the feed bucket. Touching the other cone was not rewarded. The next trial began 10 s after the horse had swallowed the pellets and removed its nose from the feed bucket. Each session consisted in 30 consecutive trials. The experimenter pointed to the right and left cones 15 times each, in a random order. Horses completed five daily sessions of acquisition during week five. The number of times the horse touched the cone indicated within 15 sec or less (i.e. successful trials) during each session was recorded.
2.2.3 Test session: substitution of the food reward by the conditioned reinforcer in the CR group

The test session was carried out the day after the last session of acquisition of operant conditioning. The aim was to substitute the primary reward with the conditioned reinforcement in the CR group and to compare the performance of this group with the NR group which had no reinforcement at all (i.e. condition of extinction). The apparatus and procedure used were the same as those described for the operant conditioning, but no food was delivered during the session. However, when an animal from the CR group touched the cone, it immediately heard the word “good”. Nothing occurred when an animal from the NR group touched the cone. The experimenter looked straight ahead and stayed motionless until the next trial. The number of successful trials was recorded during this session.

2.3 Statistical Analyses

Non-parametric statistics were used to compare the number of successful trials in operant conditioning. Mann-Whitney tests were used for inter-group comparisons. Wilcoxon signed rank tests or Friedman tests were used to compare the number of successful trials between sessions. Two tailed tests were carried out. Statistical significance was calculated according to a threshold of 5%. Statistics were performed with XLstat software.

3. Results

During the five acquisition sessions of operant conditioning, the number of successful trials increased significantly in both groups (Friedman test, CR: Q=15.82; P=0.003; NR: Q=12.03; P=0.017, Fig.1). As expected, this number did not differ between the two groups during these five acquisition sessions, when the protocol was exactly the same between groups (Mann-Whitney tests, Fig. 1). However, contrary to our expectation, the number of successful trials decreased drastically between A5 and the test session, whatever the group (paired Wilcoxon test, CR: V=28; P=0.022; NR: V=28; P=0.022). Moreover, the number of successful trials during the test session did not differ between the CR and NR horses (mean±se: CR, 9.28±1.68; NR, 8.57±1.38; Mann-Whitney tests, U=26.5; P=0.85).
4. Discussion

Despite a total of 288 associations between the CS (the word “good”) and the US (food), this study did not demonstrate that conditioned reinforcement (CR) was effective in helping maintain the success rate when the food reward was omitted. The efficacy of the CR was not improved by increasing the number of associations compared to previous studies (McCall and Burgin, 2002; Williams et al., 2004). Horses might require an even greater number of associations between the CS and the US than used in this study. However, the number of CS-US associations carried out here was exactly the same as those used in a previous study in horses (Lansade et al., 2013), and this number was sufficient to induce a Pavlovian conditioning, and to reveal another phenomenon, called “Pavlovian to Instrumental Transfer”. Moreover, under real conditions it is unlikely that trainers would have the patience to use more associations than tested here. Our results thus again question the usefulness of this common practice in horse training. This does not challenge the principle of CR, supported in the scientific literature since the work of Skinner (1938) and including recent research (e.g. Prevel et al., 2016). Nevertheless, it is necessary to determine the exact conditions under which CR is effective in horses. Several factors could be investigated. The first involves the stimulus used. Our study may have failed to show the efficacy of conditioned reinforcement because the horse was unable to identify the relevance of the word (“good”). However, it should be noted that previous studies cited used a clicker or buzz type sound and also failed to show any efficacy (McCall and Burgin, 2002; Williams et al., 2004). Timing is also probably fundamental, but even when manipulating this parameter McCall’s study did not reveal any efficacy. Finally, it could be interesting to test the duration of the CR. For example, studies in rodents used CRs lasting for 10s, which is longer than that used in horses to date (Crombag et al., 2008).

To conclude, like previous studies this work did not demonstrate any efficacy of conditioned reinforcement in slowing extinction in horses. Without challenging its existence, it shows that CR is not easy to install in horses and that further studies are required to determine the parameters (type, timing, duration of unconditioned stimulus, etc.) that could render it operational. In the future, it
would be also interesting to test the efficacy of conditioned reinforcement not to replace the primary reward as we did here, but to enhance the acquisition process when the primary reward is associated with the conditioned reinforcement.
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Figure 1: Successful trials (mean±se) performed per session of operant conditioning (30 trials/session).

The procedure was exactly the same for both groups in acquisition, but differed in the test session.

NS: non-significant, inter-group comparisons (Mann-Whitney test: $U_{A1}=23.5, P=0.95$; $U_{A2}=25.5, P=0.95$; $U_{A3}=30, P=0.52$; $U_{A4}=20, P=0.61$; $U_{A5}=17.5, P=0.40$; $U_{extinction}=26.5, P=0.85$)

A1-A5: Sessions 1 to 5 of acquisition of operant conditioning

Test session: Session of operant conditioning during which no food was delivered

NR: No reinforcer was used during the test session, N=7

CR: A conditioned reinforcer was used during the test session, N=7